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In semiconductor nano-optomechanical resonators, several forms of light-matter interaction can enrich
the canonical radiation pressure coupling of light and mechanical motion and give rise to new dynamical
regimes. Here, we observe an electro-optomechanical modulation instability in a gallium arsenide disk
resonator. The regime is evidenced by the concomitant formation of regular and dense combs in the radio-
frequency and optical spectrums of the resonator associated with a permanent pulsatory dynamics of the
mechanical motion and optical intensity. The mutual coupling between light, mechanical oscillations,
carriers, and heat, notably through photothermal interactions, stabilizes an extended mechanical comb in
the ultrahigh frequency range that can be controlled optically.
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Storing light in a small cavity for a long time can
enhance light-matter interactions. The approach has been
employed to study the quantum electrodynamics of atoms
[1], to engineer efficient lasers [2], or to investigate non-
linear optical phenomena that emerge at large optical
densities [3,4]. The richness of nonlinear optics is illus-
trated by various routes to chaos: under continuous-wave
laser driving and for an increasing power, the linear single-
frequency output of a system can be substituted by a
multifrequency response, by the formation of temporal and
spatial patterns such as solitary waves, or by a chaotic type
of response where no apparent order surfaces [5]. A train
of pulses usually precedes the emergence of optical
solitons, a situation referred to as modulation instability
[6,7], which has been observed in fibers, bulk crystals,
semiconductor waveguide arrays, liquid crystals, and
dielectric cavities [8–10].
Mechanically compliant optical cavities may also con-

fine light in order to enhance interactions, this time with a
mechanical degree of freedom that replaces the atom, the
gain, or the nonlinear medium [11,12]. In high refractive
index semiconductor optomechanical resonators, photons
and phonons are colocalized in a submicron interaction
volume, leading to large optomechanical couplings
[13–15]. At this level of energy concentration, not only
the optomechanical nonlinearity but other nonlinearities as
well are expected to surge. In gallium arsenide (GaAs) disk
resonators for example, a platform known for opto-
mechanics [16,17], the second-order optical nonlinearity
was recently used for frequency conversion in high-Q
whispering gallery resonators [18–21]. In silicon photonic
crystal resonators, the nonlinear optical absorption and
thermo-optical response of the material were combined

with optomechanical coupling in order to provide a route to
chaos at large optical power [22,23], which differed from
that observed in the case of a mere radiation pressure
interaction [24]. Different regimes were observed in these
experiments: optomechanical self-oscillations, self-induced
optical modulation, generation of stable mechanical sub-
harmonics in the optical output, and a fully developed
chaos. Other permanent regimes may yet arise from the
combination of various nonlinearities in a miniature opto-
mechanical resonator, depending on the specific conditions
met. This is the subject of the present Letter.
Here we report on the observation of a regime of electro-

optomechanical modulation instability in a GaAs disk
resonator. The regime is evidenced by the concomitant
formation of regular and dense combs in the radio-
frequency and optical spectrums of the resonator associated
with a permanent pulsatory dynamics of the mechanical
motion and optical intensity. A model, whose parameters
have been carefully analyzed, quantitatively explains the
emergence of this modulation instability and its evolution
by the mutual couplings between the optical cavity field,
the mechanical motion, and carriers and heat generated by
linear and nonlinear optical absorption. The phenomenon
settles at large optical power, beyond optomechanical self-
oscillation, and enables the all-optical generation of a
mechanical frequency comb in the ultrahigh frequency
range. The latter is stable and reaches a spectral span of one
tenth of the carrier frequency.
Our GaAs disks are positioned in line on a mesa structure

elevated above the substrate, as shown in Fig. 1(a). This
allows using a straight tapered fiber for evanescent cou-
pling experiments [Fig. 1(b)], leading to a better control of
polarization and mechanical stability compared to our past
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looped fiber technique [14,16,25]. The disks have a radius
between 2 and 5 μm and a thickness of 200 nm [Fig. 1(c)].
Resonators and mesa are fabricated out of an epitaxial
GaAs/AlGaAs (aluminum gallium arsenide) heterostruc-
ture using a combination of electron-beam and optical
lithography and three distinct wet-etch steps. The disks are
optically pumped through the fiber taper by a continuous-
wave tunable single-mode laser operating at the telecom
wavelength, while light at the fiber output is collected on a
GHz-bandwidth photodetector. Under evanescent coupling,
the disk mechanical motion modulates the fiber trans-
mission, whose radio-frequency noise spectrum is analyzed
electronically at the output of the photodetector.
Figure 1(d) shows the evolution of the obtained radio-

frequency noise spectrum at moderate optical power in the
fiber (∼50 μW), for a laser blue-detuned on the flank of a
whispering gallery mode (WGM1) resonance of a disk of
radius 4.5 μm as the laser wavelength is progressively
increased to reduce the detuning (bottom to top curve). The
bottom spectrum (white) displays a single peak at 314 MHz
corresponding to the fundamental radial breathing mode
of the disk driven by thermal fluctuations [16]. This peak is
progressively narrowed and amplified before abruptly
acquiring a large amplitude and a strongly reduced line-
width. In the time domain, this corresponds to the onset
of quasisinusoidal mechanical motion sustained by opto-
mechanical forces, a situation often referred to as opto-
mechanical (self-)oscillation [26–29]. The oscillator
transition and its threshold are better appreciated by
plotting the area under the radio-frequency peak as a
function of the driving laser wavelength [see Fig. 1(e)],
which controls the detuning frequency and the number of

intracavity photons, two key parameters of the amplifica-
tion process [11,12]. In the specific case of the present
GaAs disk operated at room temperature, the optomechan-
ical self-oscillation is governed by a combination of
radiation pressure, electrostriction, and photothermal inter-
actions, as detailed by experiments and a model elsewhere
[30]. The latter model will be completed below in order to
explain the richer dynamics developing at larger drive
power beyond optomechanical self-oscillation, which we
now describe.
At larger power (typically ≥ 300 μW), the output light

spectrum acquires a very regular comb pattern in the optical
and radio-frequency domains. Figure 2(a) shows an exam-
ple of the optical comb generated at the output of our GaAs
disk resonator driven close to WGM1 resonance, measured
with a high-resolution (5 MHz) optical analyzer, with teeth
separated by the mechanical frequency at 314 MHz.
Several tens of teeth are visible in the spectrum, appearing
as sidebands extending over a few tenths of picometers
around the optical carrier wavelength at 1569.397 nm. The
formation of such an optical comb is a feature known to
accompany optomechanical self-oscillation, as reported in
early work on the subject [27]. Less usual, in contrast, is the
comb forming in the radio-frequency domain, visible in
Fig. 2(b). Stable and regular, it is centered around the
mechanical frequency and consists of about 30 visible
teeth, with a frequency separation slightly below the MHz
in this example. The latter comb formation, together with
its exact spectral structure, is elucidated below by
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FIG. 1. GaAs disk optomechanical (self-)oscillators. (a) Elec-
tron micrograph of the mesa supporting a row of disk resonators.
(b) Illustration of the straight fiber taper evanescently coupled to a
disk of the row. (c) Side-view electron micrograph of a single
disk. (d) Series of rf spectra showing the transition to opto-
mechanical self-oscillation. (e) Threshold of the optomechanical
self-oscillation regime as function of the driving wavelength.

FIG. 2. Dual-comb structure in the electro-optomechanical
modulation instability regime. (a) Optical spectrum of the light
at the output of a GaAs disk resonator driven at large power.
(b) Radio-frequency spectrum of the output light under the same
conditions.
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investigating the phenomenon in detail as function of the
optical pump wavelength and power.
Figure 3(a) follows the gradual evolution of a GaAs

disk optomechanical resonator from the optomechanical
self-oscillation regime to the double comb formation
introduced above. The evolution is shown on a two-
dimensional map of the output radio-frequency spectrum
as function of the optical drive wavelength λL. The
resonator of 4.5 μm radius is driven on the blue-detuned
flank of a second WGM optical resonance in the vicinity
of 1530 nm of wavelength (WGM2) with an optical power
of 3.56 mW in the fiber taper, and the laser detuning is
progressively reduced as λL is increased (bottom to top
spectrum). λL serves here as the control parameter of the
evolution, but the optical power can be employed as well
(not shown). At the starting wavelength in this map
(λL ∼ 1533 nm), the spectrum consists of a single narrow

line at 314 MHz corresponding to the self-sustained
optomechanical oscillation regime. At λL ∼ 1534.3 nm,
the spectrum suddenly develops a noisy background
extending over 20 MHz around the mechanical frequency.
As λL is further increased, a very regular structure
emerges from this background, with sidebands equally
spaced and progressively incrementing in number. The
frequency spacing between these teeth increases as λL
further increases, rising above 1 MHz at λL ∼ 1540 nm.
Beyond this point, these regular sidebands progressively
fade away, letting the self-oscillatory mechanical motion
dominate the dynamics again, with a single narrow peak in
the spectrum.
In order to elucidate this behavior, we build on the

optomechanical model introduced in [30], which includes
radiation pressure, electrostrictive, and photothermal inter-
actions. We extend the model by adding several non-
linearities. The two-photon absorption (TPA) of telecom
photons leads to the generation of heat and free carriers.
The heat increases the resonator temperature, which affects
the intracavity photons through the thermo-optic effect.
Photons are concomitantly affected by free carriers through
free-carrier dispersion (FCD) and absorption (FCA). The
competition between these (slow) thermal and (fast) carrier
nonlinearities is known to generate a rich radio-frequency
dynamics in optical resonators [31]. Instead of the three
coupled differential equations of [30] (optical, mechanical,
thermal), we deal now with four coupled equations (optical,
mechanical, thermal, free carriers). In contrast to [22,23],
our model includes the photothermal interaction (also
dubbed bolometric force), which is a central ingredient
in room temperature optomechanics [29,30]: a mechanical
displacement is generated by the thermal expansion follow-
ing the absorption of photons, be it linear or nonlinear. The
photothermal coupling transfers some of the thermal and
optical dynamics to the mechanical degree of freedom, an
important feature here. As shown below, this new model
allows us to quantitatively reproduce the complex dynam-
ics observed in our experiments. The four coupled equa-
tions read as follows:

_aðtÞ ¼ −
κ

2
aðtÞ þ i

�
Δbωþ gomxðtÞ þ

ωcav

n
dn
dT
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n
dn
dN

NðtÞ
�
aðtÞ þ ffiffiffiffiffiffi

κex
p

ainðtÞ; ð1Þ

meff ½ẍðtÞ þ Γm _xðtÞ þ ω2
mxðtÞ� ¼ FoptðtÞ þ FpthðtÞ;
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ΔTðtÞ
τth

þ RthℏωL

τth
ðκlin þ κTPA þ κFCAÞjaðtÞj2;

ð3Þ

_NðtÞ ¼ −
NðtÞ
τfc

þ βTPAc2ℏωL

2n2gV2
FCA

jaðtÞj4: ð4Þ

Equation (1) governs the complex cavity optical field
aðtÞ, normalized such that jaðtÞj2 is the number of cavity
photons, κ is the total cavity energy decay rate, and κex the
external coupling rate to the optical input field ain,
normalized such that jainj2 ¼ PL is the input laser power.

FIG. 3. Evolution of the electro-optomechanical modulation
instability radio-frequency spectrum as function of the driving
laser wavelength. (a) Experiment. (b) Theory.
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Δbω ¼ ωL − ωcav is the detuning of the laser frequency
(ωL ¼ 2πc=λL) to the bare cavity resonance frequency
(ωcav), gom ¼ −∂ωcav=∂x the frequency-pull parameter,
xðtÞ the mechanical displacement, n a modal refractive
index, dn=dT the associated thermo-optic coefficient, ΔT
the increase in disk temperature, and dn=dN the free-carrier
dispersion coefficient with N the density of free carriers.
Equation (2) describes a mechanical harmonic oscillator
of frequency ωm, effective mass meff , and damping
Γm ¼ ωm=Qm, driven by conservative optical forces Fopt ¼
Frp þ Fel (radiation pressure and electrostriction) summed
with a dissipative photothermal force proportional to the
temperature increase Fpth ¼ αΔT. Equation (3) governs the
thermal behavior of the resonator, with τth the thermal
relaxation time and Rth the thermal resistance that links, at
steady state, the temperature increase to the intraca-
vity absorbed power ΔT¼RthðκlinþκTPAþκFCAÞℏωLjaj2.
The intracavity absorption rate is the sum of a linear (κlin),
two-photon (κTPA), and free-carrier (κFCA) absorption rates,
with κTPA ¼ ðβTPAc2=VTPAn2gÞℏωLjaj2 and κFCA ¼
ðσFCAc=ngÞN, where βTPA is the two-photon absorption
coefficient (in m/W), ng is the group-velocity index,
VTPA ¼ ½R n2ðrÞjEðrÞj2dr�2= R n4ðrÞjEðrÞj4dr is the non-
linear volume, and σFCA is the FCA cross section [32]. The
total loss rate κ ¼ κ0 þ κex þ κTPA þ κFCA now includes
several channels, with κ0 ¼ κlin þ κrad the intrinsic decay
rate of the cavity mode and κrad the radiative contribution.
Equation (4) describes the evolution of the densityN of free
carriers generated by TPA. It involves the free-carrier
relaxation time τfc and the FCA volume given by V2

FCA ¼
½R n2ðrÞjEðrÞj2dr�3= R n6ðrÞjEðrÞj6dr [32]. In the present
work, where the whispering gallery mode is mostly con-
fined within the semiconductor material, the confinement
factors ΓTPA and ΓFCA [32] have been omitted for
simplicity.
The above set of four equations is closed and involves

multiple parameters, which can be all evaluated independ-
ently by measurements or calculations. κex and κ0 are
measured through systematic evanescent coupling experi-
ments with a varying gap [33]. PL;Δbω;Γm;ωm, and gom
are measured through linear optical and mechanical
spectroscopy [16], the latter parameter being also consis-
tently obtained by finite element method (FEM) simula-
tions as the sum of a geometric (ggeoom ) and a photoelastic
(gpeom) contribution [15]. n; dn=dT; dn=dN; βTPA and
σFCA are calculated for the considered mode, starting from
tabulated values under the here-employed telecom wave-
length and room temperature conditions. The conservative
forces are obtained through Frp ¼ ℏggeoom jaðtÞj2 and
Fel ¼ ℏgpeomjaðtÞj2, while the α coefficient of the photo-
thermal force is computed using Eqs. 3.9 and 3.13 of [34].
Knowing the disk pedestal properties, τth and Rth are
computed by FEM, and we obtain consistently τth from
a frequency response measurement [35] and the product

κlin × Rth from a fit of the thermo-optic distortion of the
WGM resonance at intermediate optical powers [30,36].
Finally, VTPA and VFCA can be computed by FEM, while τfc
is measured by time-resolved photoluminescence [37].
This leaves the model with no adjustable parameter. In

practice, when running the model to fit the data, we did,
however, let κlin, Rth, τth, α, τfc, VTPA, and VFCA slightly
vary around their first estimated value within our estimation
precision window. Table I lists the eventually employed
parameter values, which all fall within this window. The
only parameter showing some deviation is βTPA, a factor of
9 above the bulk value generally reported in the literature.
This finding may be the result of the field confinement in
our WGM resonators, which can modify the TPA by a few
units [38], and of the presence of midgap states at the
resonator surface [36,37], which can assist nonlinear
absorption [39]. Figure 3(b) shows the result of the
modeling procedure, where the radio-frequency spectrum
of the optical transmission is displayed as a function of
laser wavelength. The model satisfactorily reproduces the
experimental spectral response and all its salient features:
the onset point of the comb formation is correctly retrieved,
as well as its vanishing point, and the number of teeth
together with their spectral separation are also precisely
reproduced as a function of laser wavelength.
The electro-optomechanical modulation instability

regime, where the radio-frequency comb is fully developed
and stabilized, can also be observed by looking at the time
response of the system. Figure 4(a) shows the optical
transmission calculated from the above model under the
conditions of Fig. 3. On top of the expected modulation at

TABLE I. Parameters.

Parameter Value Description

ωcav 2π · 1.96 × 1014 Hz Bare cavity frequency
κ0 2π · 1.25 × 1010 Hz Intrinsic cavity decay
κex 2π · 1.61 × 109 Hz Extrinsic cavity decay
PL 3.56 mW Input laser power
gom 2π · 5.24 × 1019 Hz:m−1 Frequency-pull parameter
dn=dT 2.3 × 10−4 K−1 Thermo-optic coefficient
dn=dN −5.53 × 10−27 m3 FCD coefficient
ωm 2π · 314 MHz Mechanical frequency
meff 53 pg Effective mass
Γm 2π · 1.01 × 105 Hz Mechanical damping
α 1.9 μN:K−1 Photothermal coefficient
τth 0.97 μs Thermal relaxation time
Rth 3.78 × 106 K:W−1 Thermal resistance
κlin 2π · 4.14 × 107 Hz Linear absorption rate
βTPA 2.66 × 10−9 m:W−1 TPA coefficient
ng 2.6 Group velocity index
VTPA 4.66 × 10−18 m3 Nonlinear TPA volume
σFCA 6.03 × 10−21 m2 FCA cross section
τfc 14 ps Free-carrier relaxation time
VFCA 4.57 × 10−18 m3 FCA volume
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the mechanical frequency of 314 MHz (not visible at the
scale of this plot), it displays a pronounced modulation of
the envelope at fast (∼10 ns) and slow (∼1.5 and 0.5 μs)
timescales. In order to appreciate the variety of the
observed dynamics, we report in Fig. 4(b) an experimental
time trace of the fiber taper transmission obtained on the
same resonator using a distinct optical mode (WGM3),
whose spatial profile and coupling to free carriers differ
from those of WGM2. The time modulation is this time
more symmetric and smoother, with a fast (slow) modu-
lation time reaching ∼100 ns (2.5 μs). Interestingly, the
temporal behavior of the mechanical displacement xðtÞ in
the modulation instability regime is also remarkably
regular, as visible in the time trace of Fig. 4(c) calculated
from the model under the conditions of Fig. 3. On top of the
oscillation at 314 MHz (not visible at this scale), it displays
a very stable pulsing of the envelope at a slow timescale
of ∼1 μs. The latter time can be varied with operating
conditions, acting for example on the detuning or on the
input power. In this regime, the spectrum of the mechanical
motion acquires an extended frequency comb structure,
which is shown in the Supplemental Material [40].
In conclusion, we unravel here a new regular dynamical

regime in optomechanical resonators, where carriers and
heat interplay with canonical optomechanical coupling.
Our experimental findings are precisely recovered using a
model of four coupled equations, whose parameters have
been carefully determined. The most remarkable exper-
imental result is the stabilization of a dense and ordered
rf comb around the mechanical carrier frequency, which
manifests itself in the spectrum of the output light and in the

dynamics of the mechanical motion. The latter acquires a
very regular temporal behavior, where a smooth modula-
tion of the envelope adds to the stable carrier frequency to
generate a multifrequency mechanical clock. The question
arises as to whether such a mechanical frequency comb
[41–43] can be made stable enough to be employed in force
sensing [35,44] with some advantage. Optomechanical
magnetometers [45], atomic force [46–48], or mass sensors
[49,50] may benefit from the development of mechanical
comb spectroscopy controlled by light. Investigating these
possibilities will require an in-depth analysis of noise
mechanisms in the here-presented electro-optomechanical
oscillators and will be the subject of future work.
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